Email: admin@readingright.in
Website: www.readingright.in

Dear Prospect,
Warm Greetings. Here’s introducing, Reading Right- an ed-tech startup into explanatory
education and explanatory journalism. Owing to our innate understanding in explanatory
journalism we have come around to build a product that takes explanatory education to
unprecedented levels. With a stellar feedback from our clients in B2B & B2G, we are now
hoping to drive growth beyond compare for which we need a team that is impeccable by all
accords.

Who we seek in our team?
Our team comprises of the top talent of developers in the country & beyond- across
various fields. We are looking for folks who are smart, creative and can think like no
other. They should be willing to create highly engaging & novel technology and be
willing to plug customer needs to better it real time. Moreover, they must have the
foresight to build excellent features that solve problems which align with the vision of
the organisation. We essentially want a tech genius who can take our work to newer
benchmarks while we give them an opportunity to drive leadership roles and lead the
way for the next generation.

Job Description
Technology Expert has either of the following roles & functions:
1. Django Developer - Handling backend for the internal tools as well as code using
REST framework for RESTful API.
2. CodeIgniter Developer - Handling backend and creating APIs.
3. Android/iOS App Developer - Working with the app development team to
deliver end user features.
4. React JavaScript developer- Designing and implementing user interface
components for JavaScript-based web application using the React open-source
library ecosystem. Being involved in all stages, right from interface component
design to final testing.
5. DevOps Engineer- Maintaining AWS server, deployment and CI/CD

What are some of the skills we look for in you (as applicable to the role
mentioned above) ?
1.

Should know android using Java

2.

Should know iOS using Swift

3.

Should know PHP Codeigniter framework, preferably Codeigniter 4

4.

Should have a sound knowledge in Firebase

5.

Should be very comfortable with Python Django framework

6.

Should be familiar and experienced with React JavaScript & ES6

7.

Should know DevOps

What do you get by working with us?
First of all you get an opportunity to directly build the core product & be involved in
the beta test to launch the final version of the app. You will be solving problems first
hand while setting newer standards for the app.
Second, you get an internship certificate at the end of the internship along with a
consideration for full-time roles (based on work performance). We are an early-stage
startup looking for leaders to join us in this effort and we will most definitely give you
opportunities to experience leadership positions.
Third, the tech team will also get opportunities to meet and pitch the tech product to
the investors!
Fourth, you get to work with a team that we know to be the most dynamic tech and
non-tech talent uncovered.
Now, If you are looking for an unprecedented experience and journey then you know
what to do! But do not forget it all starts with Reading Right!

Compensation Structure:
Position Applying
For

Role

Internship Period

Internship Stipend
(INR/month)

Salary After
Confirmation
(Lakhs/Annum)

5000

3.5-5

PHP CodeIgniter
Python Django
Junior Software
Development
Engineer

Android/iOS
Developer
DevOps

6 months

React JS

Associate Software
Development
Engineer

PHP CodeIgniter

5-9

Python Django

7-10

Android/iOS
Developer
DevOps
React JS

6 months

10K-15K

7-10
7-10
5-9

Position Applying
For

Role

Senior Software
Development
Engineer

PHP CodeIgniter

12

Python Django

14

Android/iOS
Developer
DevOps

Internship Period

2-6 months

Internship Stipend
(INR/month)

25K-50K

React JS

Salary After
Confirmation
(Lakhs/Annum)

14
14
12

How many hours do you have to work?
We will have a minimum requirement of work but beyond that we will leave it to your
judgement, well after all its your journey to create!

Are you going to have fun?
If you haven’t understood that our product is one of its kind and a classic one that is
about to change the shape of India’s education then either you do not know about our
product (app, tool & its features) or you do not know about it. So find out about the
Reading Right app and its features and you will know what you are in for. But to
answer the question for now, fun is an understatement, you are about to change the
rules of the game, it doesn’t get any better!
Resume drop: https://www.readingright.in/career/tech-expert/
Eligibility: 1st/ 2nd/3rd/4th year/5th year/Experienced professionals
Internship is Work from home unless mentioned otherwise. At the end of the
internship we have a review that will accelerate your journey ahead.
We are building our core team and are looking for those who believe beyond bounds!
For further details visit: readingright.in or email us at : Tech@readingright.in

While we wait to hear from you,
Best,
Team Reading Right

